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The cover art in this issue
is a visual representation
of Georgina Oppenheimer,
a Creative Production
Manager at Marble LDN,
using a selection of her
favourite items. Georgie
is one of Marble's longest
serving, and most creative,
employees. She also holds
the sought after accolade
of winning first prize for
costume design at Notting
Hill Carnival!
"The best thing about
working for Marble is the
amazing team and company
culture. We have a very
talented bunch, with a wide
set of skills, in the office
and on the ground who
all pitch in with ideas to
make Marble an incredibly
creative environment."

EVERYBODY LOVES
THE SUNSHINE
We’re basking in summer vibes over at Marble
LDN HQ and can’t wait to share the love. As
ever, sustainability is high on our agenda: from
our friends at Orca Sound Project creating the
world’s first sustainable stage at Glastonbury
(p.10) to Alex Hely-Hutchinson's seasonal,
low-waste philosophy at her restaurant 26
Grains on p.8 and new generation travel
publisher Trippin’s conscious community
ethos on p.14, this issue couldn’t be brighter.
Elsewhere we’re spreading sunshine sounds
with Latina composer, musician and all-round
boss Eliane Correa (p.20), getting the inside
track on what’s next for the experiential events
sector from Celine Khor at John Doe (p.18)
and wondering why single-use plastic is still a
thing on p.29.
Tune in to All Points East promoter Oscar
Thornton’s Desert Island Discs (p.24), lean
back and mix up some rum refreshments
courtesy of The Duppy Share (p.26). Things
are hotting up…
Marble LDN x
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MY LONDON
Move to Wandsworth,
says Molly Whitehall

CEO Teddy Wat t has t he las t w or d i n th e l a te s t n e w s a n d vi e w s
from Ma rble LD N H Q.

SAY
WATT?
What’s been a highlight this season?
This quarter has probably been our most dynamic and
affirming to date. In the spring we won the largest contract
that the company has procured in six years, working with
CogX on the UK and Europe’s biggest AI festival. Spread
across 12 stages at Coal Drops Yard in Kings Cross, it
attracted 20,000 people including the Mayor of London as
opening speaker along with hundreds of the most influential
tech thought leaders from around the world. It was a
landmark moment for Marble and the culmination of all of
our skill sets being brought together in an extremely tight
timeline. We produced the entire project over six months,
from January to June – no mean feat for a project of
this scale. from January to June – no mean feat for a project
of this scale (read more on p.30). We're also thrilled to share
that this project has been shortlisted for "Technology Event
of the Year" by the C&IT Awards. Watch this space!
How has the rest of spring/summer 2019 been for the
company?
Outside of CogX we have continued to flourish in our more
traditional sectors. We’ve enjoyed a strong return in the
UK festival and music scene, along with a return from our
Bollywood clients, and strong and continued success within
the fashion world.
What’s the plan for the rest of the year?
Marble was created to bring the expertise of our frontfacing and back-facing services – story, production,
tech and music – to market as partners with the
strong independent marketing agency sector. Working
alongside them, we can offer their customer base a
broader opportunity within the marketing space by
bringing experiential and live events to the forefront
of their campaigns. This will be a real focus for us over

the next six months and we’ve already started working
with some fantastic partners in this regard, such as The
Communications Store and John Doe.
Any internal news?
At home we’ve got a bit of housekeeping to report. We’ve
recently doubled the size of the office, and while still located
in Great Western Studios, we’ve had to make room for the
expanding team with new hires across music, marketing and
support staff, as well as key hires from production and a
new technical lead. We are currently on the hunt for a new
Event Director who will take on the next stage of growth
and management of our event portfolio while Emi PerezFragero moves to the position of COO, where she will join
myself on broader strategy and implementation over the
coming years.
What’s your personal pick of the content in this quarter’s
journal?
We have some fantastic content as ever within the journal
but a special shout out must go to our friends at Orca
Sound Project, with whom we have started working with on
their mission to repurpose sea waste. They produced the
world’s first sustainable Glastonbury stage in the Shangri-La
camp this year, a fantastic effort that is paving the way to
show what is possible within the events world. We will be
collaborating with them and Incisive Media on a large range
of exhibition solutions using these materials in the near
future. This sustainability mandate will continue to be
a massive focus of our internal strategy.
marbleldn.com
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CogX AI festival - 2030Vision and Project Everyone sponsor area

CogX AI festival - the Tunnel Stage

Orca Sound Project's sustainable stage at Glastonbury Festival
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Ea t si mp ly, s e as o nally and s u s ta i n a bl y for h a ppi n e s s , s a y s
26 Grai ns f o un d e r A le x He l y -Hu tc h i n s on .

OAT
CUISINE
When Alex Hely-Hutchinson relocated to university in
Copenhagen to study economics a career in the hospitality
industry was not on the menu.

Menus are designed collaboratively amongst the team,
based on what they are craving that week, married with
the cream of the season’s crop.

“I never went there for the food,” she says, “but I was
completely overwhelmed by the quality of life, the simplicity
of cooking, and how seasonal ingredients were championed
at every meal. It was effortless.”

“What we focus on more than anything is quality,” says
Alex. “Amazing produce is effortless and tastes fabulous;
we work with incredible suppliers who give us the very best,
from cheese and bread to salads and fruit. It’s common
sense for us to create this way – a peach in the height of
summer needs nothing more to taste divine.”

Moved to bring a bit of Scandi-simplicity to London and
inspired by a nostalgic love of porridge, she began selling
breakfast at Old Street station. Not just any old oats, Alex’s
porridge blew commuters away with creative combinations
and unusual flavours. Events and pop-ups followed before
she was offered the chance to make roots in Covent
Garden’s Neal’s Yard, back in 2015.

A self-taught cook, Alex is frank about her journey into the
kitchen, and grateful to the London restaurants that have
opened their doors to her.
“It was very naïve of me to open a restaurant fresh from
university, but ignorance is bliss when it comes to the
hospitality industry! I’m curious by nature and have done
week and day stages with chefs to see how they operate.
Fortunately, I believe that with the right attitude you really
can do anything you set your mind to.”

“I felt we were missing a space in London that served honest,
delicious food without the fuss of exotic ingredients or
fancy twists,” she says. “Plus, Neal’s Yard is heaven. It’s been
elevated loads over the years; the landlord is very specific
about who it leases to, and is dedicated to giving startups an
opportunity.”

Her formula clearly works. 26 Grains is set to open its
second site this September, somewhere in south London.
A chance to expand on the success of the original format in
double the space, the new site will also provide more scope
to practice and further 26 Grains’ sustainable philosophy,
selling keep cups, potentially some ceramics and grain
blends for home-baking.

A delightful space, small but perfectly formed 26 Grains is
reflective of Alex’s dedication to simple, wholesome foods,
serving an extensive breakfast menu, lunch and as of June,
dinner too.
“We’re tiny so we can’t serve a full blown à la carte menu.
Instead we offer a three-course set with a seasonal changing
starter – something light and fresh – and then a homemade
pasta and sorbet or ice cream for pudding.”

“Sustainability is a huge issue for all of us in the food
industry,” says Alex, “primarily because your business
is inefficient if you have wastage. We make as much as
possible to order and repurpose anything we can. As
Doug McMaster of zero waste restaurant Silo in Brighton
says, ‘waste is a lack of imagination and creativity’. I think
he’s absolutely right.”

Recent dishes include peaches and burrata to start, followed
by an aubergine ragout and a cereal milk ice cream to finish,
all made with the finest seasonal ingredients and costing
a very reasonable £18 for two courses or £21 for the full
menu. Washed down with the organic Italian wine list, it’s
terrifically good value.

26grains.com
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Susta i n ab i li t y co n s ult ancy Orc a S ou n d Proj e c t de l i ve r s
solu ti on s an d act i v at i o ns t ha t te a m i n n ova ti on w i th th e
power o f mus i c f o r max i mum i m pa c t. In th e f i g h t for th e
envi ronme n t , y o u hav e t o m a ke y ou r s e l f h e a r d s a y s
co-f oun d e r Po s e y Co lli s .

WHALE
CRY
By 2050, the oceans will contain more plastics than fish by
weight. A sobering statistic, this is just one ugly truth about
the plastics that are suffocating our planet and wreaking a
toxic impact on humans, animals, waterways, oceans and the
environment.
Offsetting the damage and raising awareness of the issue
is Orca Sound Project, a consultancy for sustainable
innovation, collaboration and activation founded by Jolyon
Klean and Posey Collis. The initiative engages with audiences
to become actively involved within sustainability, providing
businesses, brands and individuals with reactive strategies
and solutions.
“How we contribute to saving our planet is personal, but
each and every one of us across the globe is now affected by
major environmental issues,” Posey explains. “Even though
we know about the science, we’ve heard the facts and seen
the pictures, it has not been enough. We use our platform to
tell a story and deliver the message using new technologies,
with the aim to bring about change.”
Most recently the team has worked with the creatives
behind Shangri-La and Gas Tower arena at this year’s
Glastonbury Festival. It was made from 10 tonnes of plastic
waste, a 360° stage designed to “act as a visible symbol of
our collective environmental impact and ability to create
behavioural change,” says Jolyon. A world exclusive in terms
of stage production and festival experience, this project
was also a global first for community building, education,
strategy and awareness of this issue.
How did Orca Sound Project get the initiative off the
ground? “We put a call out for help from the public to
collect the 10 tonnes of waste needed to build the stage and
they responded immediately. Through beach cleans and a
‘dumpy bag’ registration process we activated thousands of
people of all ages, with more than 100 of our dumpy bags
registered in the first 36 hours. Asking South West England

to instigate its own beach cleanups resulted in the plastic
collected being recycled, which would otherwise have ended
up in landfill.”
A joint venture with the Ocean Recovery Project and
Keep Britain Tidy, rubbish was collected over a period of
three months and saw the team engaging with artists and
performers (including Muse front man Matt Bellamy) to
promote the scheme. Music is intrinsic to the Orca Sound
Project manifesto; labels, management and agents such
as Echo Location, Warner Music and Higher Ground have
joined Orca Sound Project including Goldfish, Sam Feldt,
James Blunt, Martin Iken, Betoko, and John Monkman to
support of the initiative, along with the artists programmed
by Orca Sound Project at Glastonbury – Bicep, Sub Focus,
Dimension, My Nu Leng x Redlight x DJ Zinc + Dread MC
and Archie Hamilton.
“Never before has the artist platform been more relevant,”
says Jolyon. “It’s down to the creativity of Shangri-La
Creative Directors and her team that we were able to deliver
what we believe to be the most forward thinking active
strategy in sustainability and music globally.”
An ambitious venture, Orca Sound Project is dedicated
to doing things differently. “We wanted to make a visible
difference and engage communities of all ages, where people
could feel the impact of their actions,” says Posey. “It took
time to find the right partners for the project but thankfully
we did not have to bulldoze too many people on our journey.
Our next beach cleanup series launches soon and we are
looking for as many people as possible to get involved. If
your brand aligns with our mission, please get in touch to see
how we can create unique activity and awareness together.”
@orcasoundproject
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Driving a movement in conscious travel and enriching
experiences, new generation travel publisher Trippin’ is on
a mission to connect cultures worldwide, sustainably and
responsibly. Co-founder Sam Blenkinsopp explains.

YOU
TRIPPIN?
If you’re idea of a banging holiday involves getting
horizontal in the sun at a branded resort, going nuts on the
all-inclusive buffet bar and cruising the hotel gift shop for
souvenirs, then Trippin is not for you.

“The merch line is more of a brand awareness exercise,”
he says. “People resonate with what we’re doing because
we always put our values and mission at the core of our
business. They want to buy into our brand and they want
to rep it.”

Created by three friends – Kesang Ball, Yasmin Shahmir
and Sam Blenkinsopp – Trippin started life as a private
Facebook group for their combined network of creative,
unusual friends to share hidden travel gems and secrets
from around the world.

While Trippin has been perfectly designed to pique
Millennial and Gen Z interest, the team is passionate about
using the platform to create change in the travel and
tourism sector.

Sam says: “The group became a bit of a goldmine so we
had a think about how we could provide even more for our
growing community. We knew we were onto something
special and brainstormed on the optimum platform to
extract and present information from interesting people.”
After a brief incarnation as an app, the team launched
the Trippin website in April this year. Home to a global
community of travellers who use the site on a daily basis
to request and share secret spots and travel tips, Trippin
takes the best and most valuable tips and co-signs them to
produce curated community guides. Travellers can join the
community to access these guides and add to the ‘melting
pot of culture’. Londoners can check in to the weekly
Whatsapp broadcast for a heads up on the best goings on in
the capital that week.
“We wanted our design to be utility first and work really
well on mobile,” says Sam. “We also knew that we wanted
to stand out and be different – design is really important
to us, our backgrounds are in that world and we wanted to
push the boundaries of how you could digest information
while reflecting the type of people we are and who our
community is.”

“It’s growing faster than most of the economy,” says Sam,
“and it’s fundamental that we use this growth as a force for
good. Travel should empower the people and places that it
relies on and we have a duty to preserve the ongoing health
of destinations and cultures so that future travellers can
enjoy them too.”
Linking up with its community around the world in real life is
all part of the Trippin game plan – “design the life you want
to live,” says Sam. Next up is a trip to West Africa.
“There is so much creativity going on in that part of the
world right now. We’ve got loads of members in Lagos,
Senegal and Sierra Leone so we’re heading out there to
meet with them and create content with some amazing
people doing incredible things.”
With its global connections and sound foundation, where
does Sam see Trippin in 10 years time?

Formerly part of the global brand marketing team at
Adidas, Sam is well versed in communications, messaging
and storytelling, and is using this experience to grow Trippin
through commercial partnerships and even a merchandise
line. This has included T-shirts, eye masks and essential oils
designed for travel.
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“I’d like for us to implement more digital products into the
space and have a real impact on how Millennials and Gen Zs
choose to travel. Our community is sacred, it’s at the centre
of everything we do and it’s growing and shifting all the time.
If we continue with the level of engagement and support we
are experiencing now, I think Trippin will be able to provide
something really special. Let’s watch this space.”
Trippin.world
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Hea d of Bran d Ex p e ri e nce a t J oh n Doe Ce l i n e Kh or s h a re s
h er i nsight s i nt o what make s br a n ds – a n d c on s u m e r s – ti c k ,
a nd wh y.

DECENT
EXPOSURE
We are a communications agency. Our job is to make noise
about a product, a campaign or an idea for our clients.
Traditionally that was executed through PR but increasingly
we integrate experiences into our campaigns to bring the
consumer or the media closer to the brand.
Brands are trying harder than ever before to make
something bespoke and innovative for consumers. The more
curated the experience, the better. My role involves figuring
out the mechanics behind bespoke journeys and takeaways
and creating immersive moments that people can engage
with.
Our work for the AW 18/19 collection for Dr. Martens last
year is a personal highlight. Not only do I love the brand, I
really enjoyed the challenge of getting 60 tired journalists
excited about being on a Dr. Martens journey with us for a
couple of days. They see collection launches time and time
again so we were determined to do things differently. We
built huge sets to bring the collection to life, creating design
and prop-led immersive experiences and a journey through
the styles and themes of the collection. Subcultures were
referenced through a live tattoo parlour where you could
get your shoes inked, a hairdresser giving mod re-styles
and listening booths spinning tracks from the likes of The
Who and New Order. These moments created loads of
opportunities for fluid and natural interaction, networking
and discussion.
A desire for authenticity and emotional connection is
paramount. Younger consumers in particular are tribal, and
despite fewer boundaries, they still want to know that they
belong. Tapping into the right tribes with the right message
is key.
There’s no single way to deliver a message. At John Doe
we tailor our approach to the audience and deliver it in the

optimal form – be that PR, social media or experiential
events.
Marble LDN has always been a preferred go-to partner
for production, events and design. We’ve collaborated on
projects for clients such as Martell, and have further work in
the pipeline.
In the past, experiences with intangible or harder to measure
results were first to go if budgets were cut. Today, the value
of investing in these areas is unquestionable. Even though
it’s still hard to measure emotional connection to a brand,
it’s now a given that creating an emotional connection is
important, and important to do well. In the longer term it
will pay dividends.
Data is huge. Companies such as Butterfly London
gather data from global markets to tell brands if they’re
on the right track, offering insights and recommending
relevant integrations. We’re also keen to keep working with
companies such as music app Dice – the data they have is
incredibly useful in terms of targeting specific sub-genres
and groups.
These trends towards hyper-customisation and bespoke
experiences will last well into next year. I’ve not seen
anything else just yet that’s made me think it’s the next big
thing. We thought that VR would be the way forward but I
don’t feel it’s quite had its moment yet, perhaps because it’s
not as affordable as it might be.
The bottom line is that it’s all about smaller, targeted, niche
activations. Good exposure is better than a lot of exposure
nowadays.
johndoehub.com
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La ti na p i an i s t , M D and co m pos e r El i a n e Cor re a on h e r
mi ssi on t o b ri ng Lat i n mus i c c e n tre s ta g e w i th Ma r bl e Mu s i c .

VIVA
LATINA!
I grew up in Luxembourg then moved back to Cuba as a
teenager, before a stint in West Africa on a music exchange
programme. I had a crazy life at university in Cuba, living in
an extremely beautiful, creative, connected community. It
was a magical time. Things have changed a lot since then.

people communicate here is different and true human
interaction is a lot harder to find, but if you’re open to
London, it has a lot to give. It has inspired me hugely. My
friends and family reminded me of the privilege I have of
being here and encouraged me to stay and do my thing. I’ve
been in London on and off for 12 years but run away to Cuba
every once in a while to recharge my batteries.

As a composer I make music for screen and theatre, and
work in the salsa and Latin scene here and in Europe,
alongside playing festivals and parties. I also play piano for
Hans Zimmer, touring the world with a big arena show.
We’re playing the O2 in November. It’s pretty great.

There isn’t one Latin scene in London, which is both a good
and a bad thing. There’s a lot of very good music going
on but we should start working together more – there’s
strength in unity.

I’ve got loads of projects on the go, including a 14-piece
salsa band Eli & La Evolución, the Elaina Project – a fusion,
Afro-Latin jazzy sound with strong Afro percussion and
English lyrics – and Wara, a mostly female band, playing a
mix of cumbia, reggae, ragga and dancehall, with Afro-Latin
rhythms. I also curate the London Latin Jazz Festival every
October at Pizza Express in Soho, and there’s a podcast on
the cards too.

For a heads up on London’s Latin music scene, follow
Sambroso Sambroso. They put together some of the best
Cuban nights in town. For Cuban salsa try Upstairs at
Ronnie Scott’s on a Friday night, or for Latin Alternative
sounds check out Movimientos events. From tropical bass to
electronic sounds, they own it.
If I get on a stage these days I want to be putting out
something original and fresh that represents who I am and
what Latin music is. There’s limited representation out there
and I’d like to be remembered for letting the world see the
hugely diverse, varied world of Latin music. There’s so much
more to it than Buena Vista Social Club, Marc Anthony,
Despacito and J Balvin.

Wara is my main focus at the moment. We make proimmigrant, feminist music with strong social commentary.
It’s generally fairly angry, very rowdy and bass heavy, just
great for getting down and dancing to. However, the lyrics
are something to take home and reflect on the next day.
I don’t want to sound grand but I feel like I have a mission
in London. It’s been tough and I packed my bags to leave
a dozen times during my first three years here. The way

Elianecorrea.com
Check out our music curation service Marble Music (marbleldn.
com/music) to explore a selection of our entertainment – and
find out how to book them for your event.
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Ma rble’s Ev e nt Pro d uce r Za n n a Gi bs on di s c u s s e s th e n e e d
for th e f re q ue nt ly re q ue s t ed ‘In s ta g r a m m a bl e m om e n t’ vs th e
consum e r’s e x p e ri e n t i al jo u r n e y, a n d th e l a s ti n g i m pre s s i on .

'INSTAGRAMMABLE
MOMENTS’
VS EXPERIENCE
One of the growing challenges in branded experience is
working out how to translate the event experience onto
Instagram. We all know that Instagram is a great platform
for casting a wide net of free marketing and exposure, but
when does it cross the line from genuine experience to a
generational fad?
We’re seeing a trend where Instagrammable moments are
being swapped for Instagramable events or ‘journeys’.
It’s not surprising that brands and clients are now looking
to see the event industry create 360° Instagrammable
events (‘Mamma Mia the Party’ springs to mind), but is
being seen to ‘be there’ still more important than the actual
experience and event story? We like to think not. However,
creating ‘transformative’ events can often lead to them

being marketed and classified as ‘immersive experiences’,
implying that something is happening at them. But what if
the experience being sold is solely to be Instagram-worthy?
Not much of a party if you ask us.
This is when events become unmemorable and lose their
voice. We don’t care how photogenic millennial pink is,
creating Instagram moments for Instagram’s sake is where
we take issue. Understand your mission and tell your story
– don’t let the ‘gram dictate the narrative. Alternatively,
perhaps we ought to adopt Secret Cinema’s ‘no phone’
policy and let curiosity do the talking. In essence, it’s time
to enjoy an experience for what it is and reminisce about the
memories – not the social content.
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Wi th 10 y e ars e x p e ri e n ce in th e fe s ti va l i n du s tr y, produ c e r
a nd pro mo t e r at A EG Pre s e n ts Os c a r Th or n ton h a s h e a r d h i s
f a i r share o f t un e s . He re a re th e on e s h e c a n’ t l i ve w i th ou t.

DESERT
ISLAND DISCS
Nicolas Jaar - Mi Mujer
This track acted as springboard for me in the early days of
producing festivals and still holds a special place in my heart.
It’s a track I go back to every so often when I am feeling a little
lost in the creative spectrum of delivering a festival.
Mosa Wild - Smoke
This band encapsulates everything that’s exciting about
the music industry right now. If you’re into the likes of
Radiohead and Bombay Bicycle Club then these guys will
be right up your street. Smoke takes me back to the time
I saw them open the East Stage at All Points East: the sun
was beaming and the crowd were loving it – it was a special
moment.

rave scene. I can remember my oldest brother playing this in
his bedroom; it’s one for every record collection.
TERR - Tale Of Devotion (Phantasy Sound)
I first heard Erol Alkan play this at Earth in Hackney earlier
this year and it’s been on my daily playlist ever since. This
one takes you down the rabbit hole and drums up a sense of
hedonism – exactly what certain types of music should do.
I love it!
Télépopmusik Feat. Young & Sick - Connection (Reznik &
Good Guy Mikesh Remix)
When you see a festival finally come together and in full
swing, it’s like an overwhelming sense of sonic energy. This
remix ticks all the boxes for that feeling. Play it loud and take
yourself off for a dance.

The Cure - A Forest
This record grabs my attention every time I hear it.
Something about the lo-fi vocals and semi-psychedelic
guitar riffs make me feel a sense of adventure and remind
me of a recent trip to the U.S. West Coast.
Talking Heads - Once in a Lifetime
A fundamental track that should be on everybody’s agenda,
my dad used to play this in the car on the school run. I
can still picture the car seats and his tin of mints under
the cassette player. It was a strong look, my mushroom
haircut aside.
Dire Straits - Money for Nothing
We used to play this in the kitchen at home and it very
much takes me back to my youth. My brothers and I would
take on the role of the band and play different parts of the
track using kitchen utensils. Proper silly moments but great
fun – and that opening section is mega!
Massive Attack - Unfinished Sympathy
I was still in nappies when this was released but it’s an iconic
record that shaped both the music landscape and the UK
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James Blake - Where’s The Catch
One of the best albums to drop this year, the lyrics on
this tune are amazing and James’s vocals with Andre are
something else. There have been some late nights in the
build-up to our summer shows this year and this has been on
repeat for the majority. A driver of a track, it’s perfect to pull
you through sluggish moments.
Tame Impala - Borderline
You can’t beat an English summer when the sun’s out. Roll
the car windows down and turn this one up! One of the
best bands out there, they bring a big sound and an amazing
energy to their sets. I would love to work with these guys in
the future.
Listen to Oscar’s playlist over on our Marble Music
Spotify channel

A s u m m e r ti p p l e f o r h ot days and st eamy
n i g hts f ro m Ca r i b bean ru m pu r v eyors
Th e Du p p y Sh are .

DRINK
UP
Th e Jam a i c a n Mu l e
Caribbean legend has it that mischievous
Jamaican spirits called Duppies swoop between
the distilleries stealing rum. Spirit masters
skilled in the fine art of blending, Duppies take
only the best. The rum they steal is called the
Duppy Share and they use it to fuel the most
epic parties. Enjoy!

Ingredients
50ML Duppy Share rum
10ML Lime Juice
Top with fiery Ginger Beer
Serve over ice with a wedge of lime and garnish
with a mint leaf.
theduppyshare.com
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HAVE IT LARGE

Trends a nd ti p- o f f s t hat wi ll t ake y ou r e ve n ts to th e n e x t l e ve l .

MULTI-SENSORY
EXPERIENCES

Interactive events are still where it’s at. But
for a taste of 2020 think beyond actors
and costumes: the new wave of immersive
experiences is all about multi-sensory
activations.
Brands want to fully immerse consumers in
their brand identity with the likes of audio
and visual pairings to complement food
and beverage offerings, including largescale bespoke set pieces, performances,
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pyrotechnics and edible props. By
stimulating all the senses, brands are
ensuring that their events are even more
memorable than those focused solely
on event dressing and props. This sort of
immersive activation can’t be properly
translated on digital platforms: you have
to experience it for yourself. FOMO?
Yup, soz.

HOT
OF THE SEASON

@CEREALMAG

AI ART

CARBON POSITIVE PRODUCTS

BEACH CLEAN UPS

MARBLE MERCH

LIVING IN THE MOMENT

HOT OR NOT

NON-BIODEGRADABLE
GLITTER

SILENT DISCOS

ROLL-UP BRAND
BANNERS

Biannual travel and style magazine Cereal focuses on a select number of destinations, alongside engaging
interviews and stories on unique design, art and fashion. Its Instagram account is an overspill of the cool,
muted colour palettes and smart, contemporary designs that have led to the magazine diversifying into city
guides and film.
@cerealmag

SINGLE-USE
PLASTIC BOTTLES

NOT
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CASE STUDY

COGX 2019
Client: CogX
67-acre site

20 ,000 atten d ees

98 co u n tries
atten d ed

6 87 sp eakers

12 stages

7.4M+ reach o n
s o cial med ia

Ser vices: Planning & Design, Creative Production, Project
Management
Brief: Design and produce CogX 2019 for 20,000
attendees in Kings Cross, incorporating Coal Drops Yard,
Granar y Square and Gasholders, expanding the size and
capacity of the technology festival from previous years to
attract nationwide recognition.
Reflecting the Global Goals (UN SDGS) throughout the
festival was fundamental and the main focus for CogX
partner Project Ever yone. The festival needed
to be aesthetically forward thinking, maximising design
whilst adhering to strict sustainability goals.
Result: Working with 43 suppliers across a wide range of
disciplines, we built 12 bespoke stages including sponsor
areas for the likes of HSBC, QuantumBlack, Accenture
and Google X. All slightly different and hosting up to 750
guests over two floors, the stages were created to highlight
sustainable materials while engaging while engaging the
audience and enticing them to explore.
Additionally we handled all internal and external designs,
interior design and site-wide branding (directional,
informational, site maps and bespoke branding for both
CogX and the sponsors). This included a 120 page festival
brochure, lanyards, t-shirts, water bottles and online assets.
235 staff onsite worked directly under Marble’s control,
including a production and project management
team, a technical team, ushers and volunteers.

60 0 M+ med ia reach
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COACH ART
INSTALLATION
Client: COACH
Ser vices: Planning, Project Management and Creative
Production
Brief: Bring the COACH out-of-home branded street art
campaign to life at the flagship London store on Regent Street.
We had to feature street artist Oker’s designs on the front
window of the store for just 24 hours, secure permissions with
the council and coordinate all logistical elements and execution.
Ever ything was created overnight, ready to impress from 6am.
Result: Bespoke Oke r art was spray-painted onto COACH
branded window vinyl, created with the signature ‘CC’ print for
the 8m x 4.5m window. Oker himself then painted the COACH
campaign art on top of this, all in just four hours.
The vibrant artwork was noticed and shared by hundreds of
people on one of London’s busiest streets and circulated
throughout social media and the press, which included an
inter view with Oker by the Evening Standard.
In true ‘blink and you’ll miss it’ style, the pop-up installation
was live for 24 hours only and the team removed the artwork
overnight on the same day.
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CASE STUDY

LIVE WELL 2019
Client: Lime Events
Ser vices: Planning & Design, Creative Production, Project
Management
Brief: Design and produce a three-day f itness festival for Live
Well at Old Billingsgat e, encapsulating the Live Well brand and
translating it into the style and design of the event. Live Well
was determined to create an innovative and unique festival
aesthetic.
Result: We created a lush oasis known as the ‘Knowledge Hub’,
designed a super-sleek live kitchen (showcasing a six-metre
fruit wall) and used a projection-mapped heartbeat that pulsed
to the beat of the ‘Move It’ stage. Also in effect was a balmy,
Zen ‘Retreat’ for subdued talks and chilled f itness classes,
and a foliage-packed Instagram wall. Public spaces for eating,
resting and reclining were styled as slick Scandi cafés and
bars, including a palm-inspired bookshop. Highlights included
Liz Earle speaking at the Live Kitchen, our hygge-themed VIP
room and Mind Body’s branded consultancy zone. Attracting
4,000 people over three days, the festival also hosted studio
collaborations with One LDN, Def ine Studios, The Foundr y
and KOBOX, with exhibitors ranging from Mindful Chef to
Innermost.
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WDW Co mmuni cat i o ns f o u n de r Mol l y Wh i te h a l l i s a
London e r b o rn and b re d . Wh e n s h e’ s n ot r u n n i n g a r ts a n d
entert ai n me n t camp ai gns , y ou’ l l f i n d h e r i n Wa n ds w or th ,
h er f a vo uri t e p art o f t o wn.

MY
LONDON
I’ve been a southwest London girl all my life and I wanted
to stay close to my family and friends so today I live in
The Tonsleys in Wandsworth. Our offices are in Soho and
we run events all over town, but I am very happy to call
Wandsworth home.

40 Dean Street has to be the most underrated
restaurant in London. Apart from being pretty much
the only place you can book in Soho, it serves the
most incredible Italian food and it’s not too expensive.
The chicken Milanese is amazing.

We are lucky to have an amazing pub culture in London
so it’s hard to pick a favourite boozer. The Spencer Arms
on Putney Common is lovely and The White Hart in
Barnes is great on a sunny day as you can sit out by the
river. Soho is full of pubs that are packed every night but
I particularly like The Groucho Club. It works for both fun
nights out and client meetings.

Nothing beats a walk in Richmond Park and then lunch
at Petersham Nurseries on a sunny summer’s afternoon.
It is so magical there.

My first WDW client event was at the Hackney Empire
for an amazing National Geographic documentary called
Breaking2. It’s about three of the world's elite distance
runners trying to complete a marathon in less than two
hours. I highly recommend it.

We are lucky to have so many green spaces in London
– it’s one of the things that sets London apart from so
many other cities. Add that to the fact London is also
fun, vibrant and most of all, home, it’s easy to see why I
think it’s the best city in the world.
Wdwentertainment.com

Spuntino in Soho is a winning first date spot – it’s the
first place I went out for dinner with my now fiancé. The
food is delicious, it’s got a great atmosphere and seating
all around the bar so it doesn't feel too formal. HIX bar
opposite is an ideal spot to continue the night after
dinner. For cosy vibes closer to home, La Famiglia is the
best: make sure you sit in the garden.
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NOTES
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